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Abstract Online information intermediaries such as

Facebook and Google are slowly replacing traditional

media channels thereby partly becoming the gatekeepers of

our society. To deal with the growing amount of infor-

mation on the social web and the burden it brings on the

average user, these gatekeepers recently started to intro-

duce personalization features, algorithms that filter infor-

mation per individual. In this paper we show that these

online services that filter information are not merely

algorithms. Humans not only affect the design of the

algorithms, but they also can manually influence the fil-

tering process even when the algorithm is operational. We

further analyze filtering processes in detail, show how

personalization connects to other filtering techniques, and

show that both human and technical biases are present in

today’s emergent gatekeepers. We use the existing litera-

ture on gatekeeping and search engine bias and provide a

model of algorithmic gatekeeping.

Keywords Information politics � Bias � Social filtering �
Algorithmic gatekeeping

Introduction

Information load is a growing problem in today’s digital-

ized world. As the networked media environment

increasingly permeates private and public life, users create

their own enormous trails of data by for instance commu-

nicating, buying, sharing or searching. The rapid and

extensive travelling of news, information and commentary

makes it very difficult for an average user to select the

relevant information. This creates serious risk to everything

from personal and financial health to vital information that

is needed for fundamental democratic processes. In order to

deal with the increasing amounts of (social) information

produced on the web, information intermediaries such as

Facebook and Google started to introduce personalization

features: algorithms that tailor information based on what

the user needs, wants and who he knows on the social web.

The consequence of such personalization is that results in a

search engine differ per user and two people with the same

friends in a social network might see different updates and

information, based on their past interaction with the sys-

tem. This might create a monoculture, in which users get

trapped in their ‘‘filter bubble’’ or ‘‘echo chambers’’

(Sunstein 2002, 2006; Pariser 2011b). Social media plat-

forms, search and recommendation engines affect what a

daily user sees and does not see. As knowledge, commerce,

politics and communication move online, these information

intermediaries are becoming emergent gatekeepers of our

society, a role which once was limited to the journalists of

the traditional media.

The gatekeeping process is studied extensively by

multiple disciplines, including media studies, sociology

and management. Gatekeeping theory addresses traditional

media bias: how certain events are being treated more

newsworthy than others and how institutions or influential

individuals determine which information passes to the

receivers (Smith et al. 2001). Gatekeeping theory does

address the rising power of online information intermedi-

aries, but it focuses on two things: (a) the increasing role of

the audience in which users can determine what is news-

worthy through social networks (b) the changing role of the

journalist, from a gatekeeper to a gatewatcher (Bruns 2008;
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Shoemaker and Vos 2009). The existing theory often

considers the online information intermediaries themselves

as neutral or treats a web service only as an algorithm,

operating without human bias (Hermida 2012; Lasorsa

et al. 2012; Bruns 2011). Because these information

intermediaries automate their core operations, often, mis-

takenly, they are treated as objective and credible.

Machines, not humans, appear to make the crucial deci-

sions, creating the impression the algorithms avoid selec-

tion and description biases inherent in any human-edited

media.

Several authors have shown that computer systems can

also contain biases. Friedman and Nissenbaum (1996)

show that software can systematically and unfairly dis-

criminate against certain individuals or groups of individ-

uals in favor of others. Bias can manifest itself in a

computer system in different ways; pre-existing bias in

society can affect the system design, technical bias can

occur due to technical limitations, emergent bias can arise

sometime after software implementation is completed and

released (Friedman and Nissenbaum 1996). Several authors

have shown how search engines can contain technical

biases, especially in coverage, indexing and ranking (Van

Couvering 2007; Diaz 2008; Mowshowitz and Kawaguchi

2002; Vaughan and Thelwall 2004; Witten 2007). How-

ever, these works are only focusing on the popularity bias.

As we will show, many other factors can cause bias in

online services.

In this paper we show that online services that process

(social) data are not merely algorithms; they are complex

systems composed of human operators and technology.

Contrary to popular belief, humans do not only take part in

developing them, but they also affect the way they work

once implemented. Most of the factors that cause human

bias in traditional media still play a role in online social

media. Finally, even though personalization is seen as a

solution by some to prevent technical biases that exist in

non-personalized online services (Goldman 2005), we

show that personalization not only introduces new biases,

but it also does not eliminate all of the existing ones.

Others have already pointed to the dangers of implicit and

explicit personalization in online services and traditional

media (Katz 1996; Van der Hof and Prins 2008; Sunstein

2002; Pariser 2011b). However, they do not identify the

potential sources of bias, processes and factors that might

cause particular biases. They also do not connect this

debate to existing literature in gatekeeping and search

engine bias. Our descriptive model of algorithmic gate-

keeping aims to achieve this. As Goldman (2011) has

recently written about search engine bias: ‘‘competitive

jostling has overtaken much of the discussion. It has

become almost impossible to distinguish legitimate dis-

course from economic rent-seeking’’. This overview of bias

will hopefully serve as a reference point and contribute to

further rational discussion.

Friedman and Nissenbaum (1996) argue that technical

bias places the demand on a designer to look beyond the

features internal to a system and envision it in a context of

use. Minimizing bias asks designers to envision not only a

system’s intended situation of use, but to account for

increasingly diverse social contexts of use. Designers should

then reasonably anticipate probable contexts of use and

design for these. If it is not possible to design for extended

contexts of use, designers should attempt to articulate con-

straints on the appropriate contexts of a system’s use. We

believe that our detailed model will help designers and policy

makers to anticipate these probable contexts of use and

formulate scenarios where bias can occur.

The paper is structured as follows: In ‘‘Information

overload and the rise of the filters’’, section we give

background information to the problem. In ‘‘Personaliza-

tion: a technical overview’’, section we give a summary of

personalization and how it poses unique problems. In ‘‘A

model of Filtering for Online Web Services’’, section we

introduce a model of algorithmic and human filtering for

online web services including personalization. In ‘‘Dis-

cussion’’, section we discuss implications for ethical

analysis, social network analysis and design. ‘‘Conclusion’’

section concludes this paper and lists several questions for

future research.

Information overload and the rise of the filters

According to Cisco, in 2015, the amount of consumer

generated data on the Internet will be four times as large as

it was in 2010 (Cisco 2011). McKinkey’s research shows

that ‘‘big data’’ is a growing torrent. In 2010, 30 billion

pieces of content were shared every month with 5 billion

mobile phones contributing to it (Manyika et al. 2011). An

IBM study reports that every 2 days we create as much

digital data as all the data (digital or non-digital) that was

created before 2003 and 90 % of the information in the

world today has been created in the last 2 years alone (IBM

2011). In online (social) services, users actively contribute

explicit data such as information about themselves, their

friends, or about the items they purchased. These data go

far beyond the click-and-search data that characterized the

first decade of the web. Today, thanks to the advent of

cloud computing, users can outsource their computing

needs to third parties and online services can offer software

as a service by storing and processing data cheaply. This

shifts the online world to a model of collaboration and

continuous data creation, creating so-called ‘‘big data’’,

data which cannot be processed and stored in traditional

computing models (Manyika et al. 2011).
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Even though the amount of generated data on the social

web has increased exponentially, our capabilities for

absorbing of this information have not increased. Because

the mind’s information processing capacity is biologically

limited (for example, we possess neither infinite nor photo-

graphic memory), we get the feeling of being overwhelmed

by the number of choices and end up with ‘‘bounded ratio-

nality’’ (Hilbert 2012). Researchers across various disci-

plines have found that the performance (i.e., the quality of

decisions or reasoning in general) of an individual correlates

positively with the amount of information he or she receives,

up to a certain point. If further information is provided

beyond this point, the performance of the individual will

rapidly decline (Eppler and Mengis 2004).

One means of managing information overload is through

accessing value-added information—information that has

been collected, processed, filtered, and personalized for

each individual user in some way (Lu 2007). Lu argues that

people rely on social networks for a sense of belonging and

interpersonal sources are recognized as more credible and

reliable, more applicable, and can add value through

intermediate processing and evaluation to reduce infor-

mation overload. The general public prefers personal

contacts for information acquisition (Lu 2007). As most of

the data is produced and stored in the cloud, users delegate

the filtering authority to cloud services. Cloud services are

trying to extract value and insight from the vast amount of

data available, and fine-tune it in order to show what is

relevant to their users, often using the users’ interpersonal

contacts and social networks.

For instance, a search engine returns a list of resources

depending on the submitted user query. When the same

query was submitted by different users, traditional search

engines used to return the same results regardless of who

submitted the query. In general, each user has different

information needs for their query. The user then had to

browse through the results in order to find what is relevant

for him. In order to decrease this ‘‘cognitive overstimula-

tion’’ on the user side, many cloud services are exploring

the use of personalized applications that tailor the infor-

mation presented to individual users based upon their

needs, desires, and recently on who they know in online

social networks. Personalized systems address the over-

stimulation problem by building, managing, and repre-

senting information customized for individual users.

Online services achieve this by building a user model that

captures the beliefs and knowledge that the system has

about the user (Gauch et al. 2007). In this way the system

can predict what will be relevant for the user, filtering out

the irrelevant information, increasing relevance and

importance to an individual user.

Google uses various ‘‘signals’’ in order to personalize

searches including location, previous search keywords and

recently contacts in a user’s social network (Google 2012).

As Fig. 1 shows, different users receive different results

based on the same keyword search. Facebook on the other

hand registers the user’s interactions with other users, the

so-called ‘‘social gestures’’. These gestures include like,

share, subscribe and comment (Upbin 2011). When the

user interacts with the system by consuming a set of

information, the system registers this user interaction his-

tory. Later, on the basis of this interaction history, certain

information is filtered out. For instance content produced

by certain friends might be hidden from the user, because

the user did not interact with those friends over a period of

time. Further, photos and videos receive a higher ranking

than regular status posts and some posts receive a higher

ranking than others (Techcrunch 2011). Personalization

algorithms thus control the incoming information (user

does not see everything available), but also determine the

outgoing information and who the user can reach (not

everything shared by the user will be visible to others).

Personalization is a kind of information filtering. How-

ever, filtering is not a new concept. During our daily lives

we filter information ourselves or delegate the filtering

authority to experts, who are called gatekeepers (Priestley

1999). This is because it would require an unreasonable

effort and time for any individual to audit all the available

information. The gatekeeper controls whether information

passes through the channel and what its final outcome is,

which in turn determines the way we define our lives and

the world around us, affecting the social reality of every

person. Traditional media is used to perform this ‘‘gate-

keeping’’ role for news, determining what is newsworthy

and important for its audience. However, as information

technology and cloud computing are gaining importance,

online web services that we use every day are slowly taking

over the gatekeeping process that used to be performed by

the traditional media.

According to Hoven and Rooksby (2008), information is

a Rawlsian ‘‘primary good’’, a good that everybody

requires as a condition for well-being. Information objects

are means to the acquisition of knowledge and in order to

be an autonomous person to plan a rational life, we need

information (Pariser 2011b). The more (relevant) data

individuals can access in their planning, the more rational

their life plan will be. Access to information is, then, a

value because it may be instrumental in adding alternatives

to one’s choice set, or in ruling out alternatives as

unavailable. As a requirement of justice, in high-technol-

ogy information societies, people should be educated in the

use of information technologies, and have affordable

access to information media sufficient for them to be able

to participate in their society’s common life. Bagdikian

(2004) similarly argues that media power is political power

and the power to control the flow of information is a major
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Fig. 1 Effects of

personalization on Google. First

screenshot is with a logged in

user from Netherlands. Second

screenshot is from an

anonymous user from

Netherlands. Last screenshot is

from a logged in user from the

US
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factor in the control of society. Giving citizens a choice in

ideas and information is as important as giving them choice

in politics.

In 2005, the Pew Internet and American Life Project

reported on the rise of search engines, and surveyed users’

knowledge of how they worked. It concluded that ‘‘search

engines are attaining the status of other institutions—legal,

medical, educational, governmental, journalistic—whose

performance the public judges by unusually high standards,

because the public is unusually reliant on them for prin-

cipled performance’’ (Fallows 2005). Personalization and

other forms of algorithmic filtering are thus ‘‘replacing the

traditional repositories that individuals and organizations

turn to for the information needed to solve problems and

make decisions’’ (Mowshowitz and Kawaguchi 2002). The

services that employ such algorithms are gateways that act

as intermediaries between information sources and infor-

mation seekers. They play a vital role in how people plan

and live their lives. Since access to information is a value,

and online filters allow or block access to information,

building these algorithms is not only a technical matter, but

a political one as well. Before discussing how bias can

manifest itself in personalization, it is important to first

understand how personalization works.

Personalization: a technical overview

Most personalization systems are based on some type of user

profile, a data instance of a user model that is applied to

adaptive interactive systems. User profiles may include

demographic information, (e.g., name, age, country, educa-

tion level), and may also represent the interests or prefer-

ences of either a group of users or a single person. In general,

the goal of user profiling is to collect information about the

subjects in which a user is interested, and the length of time

over which they have exhibited this interest, in order to

improve the quality of information access and infer the user’s

intentions. As shown in Fig. 2, the user profiling process

generally consists of three main phases. First, an information

collection process is used to gather raw information about the

user. Depending on the information collection process

selected, different types of user data can be extracted. The

second phase focuses on the construction of a user profile on

basis of the user data. Here the collected and stored data are

analyzed and processed. In the final phase, the compiled user

profile is used in the actual web service, for instance a cus-

tomized newsfeed in a social networking site, personalized

results in a search engine query, or recommended products in

an e-commerce site.

A system can build a user profile in two ways:

• Explicitly: the user customizes the information source

himself. The user can register his interests or demo-

graphic information before the personalization starts.

The user can also rate topics of interest.

• Implicitly: the system determines what the user is

interested in through various factors, including web

usage mining (i.e., previous interaction with the system

such as clickthroughs, browsing history, previous

queries, time spend reading information about a

product), IP address, cookies, session id’s, etc.

Explicit user information collection will allow the user

to know that the personalization is taking place and he can

tailor it to his needs. However, one problem with explicit

feedback is that it places an additional burden on the user.

Because of this, or because of privacy concerns, the user

may not choose to participate. It is also known that users

may not accurately report their own interests or demo-

graphic data, or, since the profile remains static whereas the

user’s interests may change over time (Gauch et al. 2007).

Implicit user information collection, on the other hand,

does not require any additional intervention by the user

during the process of constructing profiles. It also auto-

matically updates as the user interacts with the system. One

drawback of implicit feedback techniques is that they can

typically only capture positive feedback. When a user

clicks on an item or views a page, it seems reasonable to

assume that this indicates some user interest in the item.

However, it is not clear that when a user fails to examine

some data item it is an indication of disinterest (Gauch

et al. 2007).

Different techniques can be used to make suggestions to

users on which information is relevant for them. Recom-

mendation systems try to analyze how a user values certain

products or services and then predict what the user will be

interested in next. A recommendation mechanism typically

does not use an explicit query but rather analyses the user

context (e.g., what the user has recently purchased or read,

and, if available, a user profile (e.g., the user likes mystery

novels). Then the recommendation mechanism presents to

the user one or more descriptions of objects (e.g., books,

people, movies) that may be of interest (Adomavicius et al.

2005; Garcia-Molina et al. 2011).

If this recommendation is done solely by analyzing the

associations between the user’s past choices and the

User

Data 
Collection

Profile 
Constructor

Technology or 
application

Explicit 
Info

Implicit 
Info

Personalized 
services

Fig. 2 User profile construction for personalization (adapted from

Gauch et al. 2007)
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descriptions of new objects, then it is called ‘‘content-based

filtering’’. Due to increasing user collaboration and user-

generated content, personalization can also be done

socially. The so-called social information filtering

(Shardanand and Maes 1995) or collaborative filtering

(Garcia-Molina et al. 2011) automates the process of

‘‘word-of-mouth’’ recommendations: items are recom-

mended to a user based upon values assigned by other

people with similar taste. The system determines which

users have similar taste via standard formulas for com-

puting statistical correlations (Shardanand and Maes 1995).

For instance, Facebook uses a collaborative filtering called

Edgerank, which adds a weight to produced user stories

(i.e. links, images, comments) and relationships between

people (Techcrunch 2011). Depending on interaction

among people, the site determines whether or not the

produced story is displayed in a particular user’s newsfeed.

This way, a produced story by a user will not be seen by

everyone in that user’s contact list. All stories produced by

user X can be completely hidden in user Y’s newsfeed,

without the knowledge of both users.

According to Chatman (1987) and Lu (2007), people’s

information needs are highly diversified and individualized,

making applicable and value-laden information most desir-

able, and yet the hardest to obtain. Interpersonal sources can,

to a great extent, minimize these difficulties and maximize

the utility of information. Even though personalization

technologies such as Grouplens (Resnick et al. 1994) have

existed for a while, the rise of social networks and the

exponential increase in produced and shared information in

online services are changing the impact this technology has.

According to Garcia-Molina et al. (2011), information pro-

viding mechanisms (e.g. search engines) and personalization

systems have developed separately from each other. Per-

sonalization systems like recommendation engines were

restricted to a single homogenous domain that allowed no

keyword search. Search engines on the other hand were

geared toward satisfying keyword search with little or no

emphasis on personalization or identification of intent. These

two systems were separated partly due to a lack of infra-

structure. Today, due to a combination of a powerful and

cheap back-end infrastructure such as cloud computing and

better algorithms, search engines return results extremely

fast, and there is now the potential for a further improvement

in the relevancy of search results. So, we now see a trend

where personalization and information providing mecha-

nisms are blending.

A model of filtering for online web services

Existing work on gatekeeping theory often points out the

changing role of the journalist from a gatekeeper to a

gatewatcher (Shoemaker and Vos 2009; Bruns 2008). With

the increasing popularity of the online media and social

networks, every user can share information depending on

what he thinks is important. Scholars thus argue that by

using online services, the audience can exert a greater

control over news selection and can focus on issues that

they consider more relevant, which in turn empowers

audiences and erodes the degree of editorial influence over

the public’s issue agenda (Althaus and Tewksbury 2002).

Some even argue that the gatekeeping role performed by

the traditional media becomes irrelevant; gates are disap-

pearing (Levinson 1999). Information may diffuse through

social networks next to mass media channels; therefore any

audience member can be a gatekeeper for others. Journal-

ists now become a ‘‘gatewatcher’’, providing a critical

analysis of existing topics that are chosen by the commu-

nity (Bruns 2008).

Some also claim that the platforms the new ‘‘gatewat-

chers’’ operate are neutral. According to Bruns (2011),

tools such as Twitter are neutral spaces for collaborative

news coverage and curation operated by third parties out-

side the journalism industry. As a result, the information

curated through collaborative action on such social media

platforms should be expected to be drawn from a diverse,

multiperspectival range of sources. Also Lasorsa et al.

(2012) claim that platforms such as Twitter are neutral

communication spaces, and offer a unique environment in

which journalists are free to communicate virtually any-

thing to anyone, beyond many of the natural constraints

posed by organizational norms that are existing in tradi-

tional media.

However, as we shall show, the gatekeeping process in

online information services is more than a simple transition

from editor selection to audience selection or from biased

human decisions to neutral computerized selections. We

argue that human factors play a role not only in the

development of algorithms, but in their use as well. We

show that factors that caused bias in mass media news

selection still play a role in information selection in online

web services. Online information intermediaries, similar to

the traditional media, can control the diffusion of infor-

mation for millions of people, a fact that gives them

extraordinary political and social power. They do not

provide equal channels for every user and they are prone to

biases. Just as any computer system, they can unfairly

discriminate against certain individuals or groups of indi-

viduals in favor of others (Friedman and Nissenbaum

1996).

Source selection algorithm

At the stage of ‘‘Collection and Selection’’ (Fig. 3), the

online service starts to collect its information from various
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sources. For instance a search engine will automatically

crawl the web, while the social network site will collect

information produced by its users. However, similar to the

traditional media where gatekeeping starts with journalists

(Chibnall 1975; Shoemaker et al. 2008), algorithmic gate-

keeping already starts at source selection. First of all, not

all information is digital, thus all non-digital information

will be absent from online information intermediaries.

Further, not all digitally available information will be

available to each service, for instance search engines do not

index all the data available on the Internet, leading to

coverage bias (Goldman 2005; Vaughan and Thelwall

2004). Google admits that the company does not index

every one of the trillion pages on the web, because they are

similar to each other or because Google considers some of

them not useful to the searcher (Google 2008). Technical

reasons can also prevent a search engine to crawl a site.

The design of the website might make the source collection

and indexing process difficult or the site itself might be

explicitly blocking the crawling process (Barzilai-Nahon

2008). Further, if a resource has a bad reputation, for

instance if it is suspected as an illegal site, it might be left

out of the whole collection process. It is also possible that

the source does not want to be included in the index due to

various reasons. For instance not every page in Facebook

or Twitter is indexable by Google. (Sullivan 2012).

Fig. 3 A model of filtering for

online web services including

personalization
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Information selection and prioritization algorithm

In traditional media, newspaper editors select some of the

messages produced by journalist to make news (Barzilai-

Nahon 2009). Algorithms used in web services (such as

ranking algorithm in a search engine, or news feed algo-

rithm in a social network) make similar decisions. The

design of these algorithms is affected by choices made by

designers, i.e., which factors to include in the algorithm,

and how to weigh them.1 To serve majority interests,

information intermediaries often include popularity metric

in their ranking algorithm. A search algorithm for instance

can give more weight to information coming from popular

websites, to support majority interests and values. As a

result, seekers will have trouble finding the less popular

and smaller sites (Nissenbaum and Introna 2000).

Because the information filtering is automated, it might

be manipulated by activities from third parties. This hap-

pens with the so-called ‘‘black-hat’’ search engine optimi-

zation techniques. This is a method of raising the profile of

a Web site with methods that Google considers tantamount

to cheating (Segal 2011). Another factor is own product/

service prioritization. The EU recently received a com-

plaint from a shopping search site that claimed it and other

similar sites saw their traffic drop after Google began

promoting its own services above conventional search

results (Foundem 2009; Efrati 2010; Albanesius 2011;

Edelman 2011). Google also integrates content from its

social networking platform Google Plus into Google search

results, causing protest by the social networking platform

Twitter (Searchenginewatch 2012). Studies also showed

that Google and Bing search engines both reference their

own content in its first results position when no other

engine does (Wright 2011; Edelman 2011). Facebook is

criticized for favoring the products of its partners (Fong

2011). The algorithm can also prioritize certain types of

information over others. For instance, it is claimed that

Facebook treats video and pictures as more important than

links and status updates (Taylor 2011). Similarly, com-

ments on an item are four times more valuable than ‘‘likes’’

(Wittman 2011).

In traditional media, regardless of the size of an event

such as a public protest, the likelihood that the event will

be reported in the media will depend on the current agenda.

This is because both print and electronic media regularly

focus upon selected issues over a sequence of days, cre-

ating the phenomena of ‘‘issue attention cycles’’ (Smith

et al. 2001). We can observe similar behavior in social

media. Twitter has a feature called trending topic (TT), in

which most popular topics Twitter users are talking about

in a particular location are highlighted. However Twitter

does not solely check popularity of an item while deter-

mining TT’s, it favors novelty over popularity. Twitter

checks if the user updates on a specific topic is increasing

quickly enough. Even if a topic is large volume wise, if the

increase rate is small or if it is not novel, it won’t make it to

the ‘‘trending topics’’ (Twitter 2010). This means that it is

much easier for a term never seen before to become a

Twitter trend and the longer a term stays in the TT list, the

higher velocity required to keep it there (Lotan 2011). This

novelty factor caused the hashtag ‘‘IcantRespectYouIf’’ to

be a TT in the US, while #OccupyWallStreet not making it

to the list. This is because when #OccupyWallStreet was a

TT throughout the world, it had previously trended in the

US, and now there were no more new people in the US

talking about it.

According to Gillespie (2012), this choice fosters a

public more attuned to the ‘‘new’’ than to the discussion of

persistent problems, to viral memes more than to slow-

building political movements. The exact algorithm that

determines the trending topics is unknown and this opacity

makes the TT, and their criteria, deeply and fundamentally

open to interpretation and suspicion (Gillespie 2012).

Trending topic differs in important ways from those

employed in personalization, as it presents itself as a

measure of popularity.2 However, since algorithms such as

TT can differ per country, region or city, they might be

used to customize content, as an important signal. Popu-

larity can thus be an input to customize items for a group of

users. This is still tailored content, but not for an individ-

ual, but for a group of individuals.

Finally, the age of an information source or the age of

the information item can also matter. In Google search

engine, the number of years a domain name is registered

has an impact on search ranking; domain names that exist

for a period of time are preferred over newly registered

ones (Jacobs 2010). In Facebook, the longer a status update

has been out there, the less weight it carries. A news item is

prioritized over an old item (Techcrunch 2011). This might

for instance lead companies to post updates when their

audience is most likely to be online and using Facebook.

Human operator

In traditional media, individual factors such as personal

judgment can play a role during the selection of news items

for a newspaper. An editor’s decisions can be highly

1 For instance, Facebook uses an algorithm called Edgerank to

determine how a newsfeed of a user is constructed. It is believed that

several factors are used to select/prioritize user updates, such as

affinity between the receiver and sender, and the date of the published

update. However, the exact formula is unknown. See Techcrunch

(2011).

2 We would like to thank the anonymous reviewers to point out this

fact.
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subjective and can be based on the gatekeeper’s own set of

experiences, attitudes and expectations, leading to a

selection bias (Gans 2005). Online web services such as

search engines frequently claim that such human bias do

not exist in their systems. They claim that their core

operations are completely automated, but this is false.

Humans in online services also make editorial judgments

about what data to collect delete or disregard. According to

Goldman, online services manually inspect their index and

make adjustments (Goldman 2005). For instance search

engines make manual adjustments of a web publisher’s

overall rating or modify search results presented in

response to particular keyword searches (Goldman 2005).

The Dutch newspaper Trouw’s entire domain name and all

hosted pages were removed from Google index because of

a violation of the company policy (Groot 2004; Dekker

2006). Google itself has admitted that the company man-

ually demotes websites (Metz 2011a). Similar to black-

listing, search engines can also perform whitelisting. For

instance Google recently mentioned that it uses whitelists

to manually override its search algorithms (Metz 2011b).

Information deletion or withholding is not specific to

search engines. Facebook a photo of two men kissing from

a user’s Wall due to a violation of the site’s terms of ser-

vice (Zimmer 2011). There are also claims that Facebook

denies and removes advertisements designed for gay

audience with no nudity or sexual content, labeling it

‘‘inappropriate’’ (Accuracast 2010). Others claimed that

Facebook labeled their posts containing links to a political

activism site as spam and prevented the users disseminat-

ing this information (Badash 2011). Facebook has also

removed pages because of offensive content, but later

reinstated them (Kincaid 2010; Ingram 2011). Facebook

spokesman blamed the human reviewer in some of the

cases, but did not reveal the criteria the company uses on

what makes content offensive or in violation with the

company’s terms of use. Twitter similarly removes certain

‘trending topics‘ if it considers it as ‘‘offensive’’ (Costolo

2011).

Scholars in media studies argued that organizational

factors in traditional media play a more important role than

individual judgments. In the uncertainty of what tomor-

row’s news will be, journalists use so-called routines,

patterned, repeated practices and forms, to view and judge

in order to define news as predictable events (Fishman

1988). Similarly, online web services employ operators to

delete, withhold or disregard information, to enforce

company guidelines. Even though these operators have to

obey a set of rules to apply, they have, just like journalists,

their own values and can pass personal judgments. This

might give the image that the operator is bound to strict

rules, and acts merely as an enforcer. However people do

not always execute rules in the same way and individual-

level characteristics are still important (Shoemaker and

Vos 2009).

Human operators of online services have to evaluate

removal requests coming from governments. For instance,

recently, A Delhi Court ordered 22 social networking sites

(including Facebook, Google, Yahoo and Microsoft) to

remove all ‘‘anti-religious’’ or ‘‘anti-social’’ content and

file compliance reports. Google has a list of content

removal requests from governments all around the world

(Google 2011). Operators also have to deal with requests

coming from third parties. For example, Google regularly

removes content due to copyright claims coming under the

Digital Millennium Copyright Act, Section 512(c). This act

gives providers immunity from liability for their users’

copyright infringement, if they remove material when a

complaint is received (Chilling effects 2005).

Personalization algorithm

According to Goldman (2005), personalized ranking algo-

rithms reduce the effects of technical bias introduced by

algorithms in online intermediaries. Goldman argues that

personalization algorithms increase relevancy and produce

a different output per individual user. This in turn dimin-

ishes the weight given to popularity-based metrics and

reduces the structural biases due to popularity. Personali-

zation might increase relevance, however as we show in

this subsection, designing only for this value will introduce

problems.

User interaction history and user preferences

As we have argued in ‘‘Personalization: a technical over-

view’’, section users could personalize the information they

receive by giving their preferences explicitly. In this way

they can receive personalized information on the criteria

they know. However, if the user’s interests change over the

time and if the user does not update their filter, they might

miss some information that might be of interest to her.

Lavie et al. (2009) found that people might be interested in

things that they did not know they were interested in, due

to the formulation of the topic. Some users have asserted

that they were not interested in politics, but later it was

shown that their perception of ‘‘politics’’ was limited to

local politics. They later have shown interest in interna-

tional politics (Lavie et al. 2009). Lavie et al. argue that,

overall, users cannot accurately assess their interests in

news topics. Similarly Tewksbury (2003) reports that

user’s declared and actual interests may differ.

In his book Republic.com, Sunstein (2002) developed

his concern that explicit personalization will assist us to

avoid facts and opinions with which we disagree, leading

people to join online groups that conform with their
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existing beliefs. Since democracy is most effective when

citizens have accurate beliefs and to form such beliefs,

individuals must encounter information that will some-

times contradict their preexisting views. Sunstein argues

that explicit personalization will undermine deliberative

democracy by limiting contradictory information.

Implicit personalization using user interaction history

has its own concerns. Pariser (2011b) argues that online

services can cause citizens to be ill-informed about current

events and may have increasingly idiosyncratic perceptions

about the importance of current events and political issues.

This might occur because online services are trying to

improve accuracy at the expense of serendipity, leading to

what Pariser calls ‘‘filter bubble’’. Even if users wanted to

diversify their network explicitly, information intermedi-

aries silently filter out what they assume the user does not

want to see, hiding information posted by opposite end of

political spectrum. For Sunstein, explicit excessive per-

sonalization leads to never seeing the other side of an

argument and thus fostering an ill-informed political dis-

course. For Pariser, excessive implicit personalization

leads to an unhealthy distaste for the unfamiliar. The

problem is thus an automatic cyberbalkanization, not an

‘‘opt-in’’ one. It happens behind the scenes and we do not

know what we are not seeing. We may miss the views and

voices that challenge our own thinking.

Pariser argues that online personalization algorithms are

designed to amplify confirmation bias, Consuming infor-

mation that conforms to our beliefs is easy and pleasurable;

consuming information that challenges us to think differ-

ently or question our assumptions is difficult. Pariser notes

that we all have internal battles between our aspirational

selves (who want greater diversity) and our current selves

(who often want something easy to consume). Pariser

argues that the filter bubbles edit out our aspirational selves

when we need a mix of both. Pariser believes that the

algorithmic gatekeepers need to show us things that are not

only easy to consume but also things that are challenging,

important and uncomfortable and present competing points

of view. Pariser states that filter bubbles disconnect us from

our ‘‘ideal selves’’, that version of ourselves that we want

to be in the long-run, but that we struggle to act on quickly

when making impulse decisions.

Location

As we have shown in ‘‘Personalization: a technical over-

view’’, section content can also be personalized based on

location. Large web-search engines have been ‘‘personal-

izing’’ search to some extent for years. Users in the UK will

get different results searching for certain terms, especially

commercial ones, than users in the US Results can change

between different cities as well (Garcia-Molina et al.

2011). The idea is that the user will be more interested in

local content. However, this will depend on context of

information. For instance, if I am looking for a restaurant, I

would want my search engine to personalize results based

on location, the system should show me pizzerias in Rot-

terdam, but not in New York. However, if I am looking for

some technical information in a forum to solve a PC

problem, then I do not necessarily care about the location

(if I can speak multiple languages). Currently, most per-

sonalization systems filter information based on location

without taking the context into the account. This might

always favor local content, even if the quality or the rele-

vance of the local content is inferior to a non-local content.

Audiences

While traditional news media outlets want to satisfy their

readers and viewers, it is much more difficult for them to

modify their selection criteria in real time, than it is for

online gatekeepers. Online gatekeepers have immediate

feedback about what queries are issued, what content is

selected and what sites are accessed. For instance online

services can observe user behavior through entered queries

or clicked links to modify its algorithms accordingly.

However, online services can also capture user’s intent by

using social gestures. Examples of these social gestures

include the ‘‘like’’ and ‘‘subscribe’’ buttons in Facebook

and the ‘‘?1’’ button in Google search. By clicking on

these buttons users express their interests and see what item

is popular. Google currently does not use these (anony-

mous) votes to personalize search results, but such

approaches are well known in computer science literature.

Search behavior of communities of like-minded users can

be harnessed and shared to adapt the results of a conven-

tional search engine according to the needs and preferences

of a particular community (Smyth 2007). Because simi-

larities will exist among community members’ search

patterns and web search is a repetitive and regular activity,

a collaborative search engine can be devised. This human

PageRank or ‘‘social-graph’’, using ?1 results to give

context to the popularity of a page, can be a supplement (or

alternative) to the link graph Google is currently using.

Some claim that the community is wiser than the indi-

vidual. However, community driven filtering has its own

problems. For example, in social news aggregator Reddit,

where anonymous users submit links to items, comment on

them, vote on the submitted items and comments, the

community determines what is newsworthy, for every

topic. Users can personalize their news feed by explicitly

subscribing to certain subtopics, but the popularity metric

is used in every subtopic. In Reddit, the timing of the story

submission is important. If a good news item is submitted

outside of Internet prime-times, it will not receive enough
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votes to make it to the front page. The result is that most

submissions that originate in the US end up being domi-

nated by US comments, since new comments posted sev-

eral hours after the first will go straight to the middle of the

pile, which most viewers will never get to. Submission

time has a big impact on the ranking and the algorithm will

rank newer stories higher than older. In Reddit, first votes

also score higher than the rest. The first 10 upvotes count as

high as the next 100, e.g. a story that has 10 upvotes and a

story that has 50 upvotes will have a similar ranking.

Controversial stories that get similar amounts of upvotes

and downvotes will get a low ranking compared to stories

that mainly get upvotes (Salihefendic 2010). Further, the

user will receive positive or negative points on the story he

submitted. The individual might remove the story due to

decreasing points in his reputation.

It is also known that in such vote-based social news

sites, the amount of contacts or followers one has can also

determine whether his story will make it to the front page.

Having a large number of contacts will make it easier to

reach the front page (more friends, more votes). Also, some

social news aggregators divide the stories into topics. If a

topic has a small number of subscribers, the chance that it

will make it to front page is small (Klein 2011). Even the

items that do not make it to the front page will bring traffic

to the submitted site. Therefore social news aggregators

like Reddit are being used and manipulated by online

marketing professionals, in order to draw more traffic to

their products or services. Similarly, Facebook’s like but-

ton can also be gamed. Digital marketing companies can

create fake users and buy ‘‘friends’’ and ‘‘likes’’ (Tynan

2012). These companies use software to automate clicking

the ‘‘Like’’ button for a certain page. Such software can

bypass Facebook’s security system. If popularity is devised

by only the number of likes and used as an input for users

in a certain region, it can also cause bias in personalization.

Interpersonal networks

According to Chen and Hernon (1982), the general popu-

lation tends to obtain information through interpersonal

networks, rather than formal means. Durrance (1984) found

that more than 64 % of her research participants used

interpersonal sources. Sturges maintains that there is a

‘‘fundamental preference for information mediated by

human interaction’’ and that ‘‘there is evidence of this from

all parts of the world and from most important aspects of

human life’’ (Sturges 2001). Katz and Lazarsfeld (2005)

argue that we live in communities and we are inherently

tied to different social connections. We interact in formal

or informal social groupings, in so-called ‘‘primary

groups’’ such as families, friends, work teams, clubs or

organizations. These primary groups delineate major life

boundaries for each one of us in society, our routine

activities mainly occur in these primary groups.

Since our lives are mainly contained in primary groups,

our attitudes and opinions tend to derive from them as well

as our sources of information. Primary groups provide us

with ‘‘social reality’’ to validate our actions. As we

encounter unknown situations and difficult decisions, we

turn to and consult our social contacts, including both

strong (e.g., family and friends) and weak ties (e.g., col-

leagues, acquaintances) to help us form opinions and find

solutions (Granovetter 1981). Lu (2007) argues that,

through interactions concerning a particular issue, a pri-

mary group tends to develop a common view and collective

approach, hence, provides a social reality that helps and

validates decision making by its members. Because mem-

bers of a primary group share the community language and

background information, their communication is made

effortless. Information so transmitted becomes easily

accessible and digestible (Lu 2007).

Because of these reasons, instead of relying on user’s

explicit preferences, or using an anonymous popularity

metric, personalization services started to use interpersonal

relationships to filter information. For instance Facebook

launched a program called ‘‘instant personalization’’ with an

exclusive set of partners, including the restaurant aggregator

site Yelp, Microsoft online document management site

docs.com, customizable Internet radio sites Pandora and

Spotify. These partners have been given access to public

information on Facebook (e.g., names, friend lists, and

interests and other information users have shared on their

Facebook profiles) to personalize a user’s experience on the

partner’s site. As an example, online music service Spotify

requires a Facebook account, and using the friends list in

Facebook, it shows the user what her friends have listened to.

The idea here is, since these contacts are part of our primary

group, we can trust their judgment on which information is

newsworthy. If our primary groups are available in every

web service we use, then our experience using that web

service can be customized.

Similarly Google introduced social search in 2009,

personalizing search results based on people you know in

Facebook and Twitter, rather than your personal behavior.

As a latest move, in 2012, Google introduced a feature

called ‘‘Search plus your world’’. This feature personalizes

the results using user connections in Google Plus, Google’s

social networking platform. This means you might see a

picture of a friend’s car when you search for a new auto-

mobile, or a restaurant recommended by a friend when you

search for a place to eat. Even if you aren’t a Google?user,

Google search results will show content posted publicly on

the social network that it judges to be relevant—profile

pages and pages dedicated to particular topics (Knight

2012).
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Advertisers

Traditional mass media is primarily supported by com-

mercial sponsorship. This can cause the newspapers to

delete, change or prioritize news items due to advertising

pressure (Soley 2002). Same pressure applies to online

services; the majority of online service revenues come

from advertising (O’Dell 2011; Schroeder 2011; US

Securities and Exchange Commission 2009). Personaliza-

tion is a very attractive tool for advertisers, as user data

collected for information filtering can be used for behav-

ioral targeting. This sort of online targeting provides more

relevant online advertising to potential upcoming pur-

chases. Using the built up user profile in online services,

advertising networks can closely match advertising to

potential customers. According to Guha et al. (2010),

Facebook uses various profile elements to display targeted

advertisement including age, gender, marital status, and

education. A Facebook advertiser can target users who live

within 50 miles of San Francisco, are male, between 24 and

30 years old, single, interested in women, like skiing, have

graduated from Harvard and work at Apple (Korolova

2010). Google allows advertisers to target ads based not

just on keywords and demographics, but on user interests

as well (Opsahl 2009). Companies have recognized that

providing advertisements along with their recommenda-

tions (suitably distinguished from the recommendation

results) can be extremely profitable. For instance, the

auction site Ebay provides a ‘‘deal of the day’’ for all

visitors to the site, in addition to ‘‘buy it now’’, special

items directly sold from a provider for a fixed price—both

of these are essentially advertisements (Garcia-Molina

et al. 2011).

Presentation algorithm

Once information is chosen through the information

selection algorithm and personalized for the user, it does

not mean that it will be seen and consumed. The placement

of the information might determine if it makes it out of the

filter. Joachims and Radlinski (2007) show that the way a

search engine presents results to the user has a strong

influence on how users act. In their study, for all results

below the third rank, users did not even look at the result

for more than half of the queries. Bar-Ilan et al. (2009)

report similar findings. Yue et al. (2010) report that the

attractiveness of information can also cause presentation

bias if the title and abstract of a resource is bolded, it

generates more clicks. They also show that people tend to

click on the top and bottom results. These findings show

that what the user will consume can be affected by the

algorithm, even after source selection and personalization.

Discussion

Implications for an ethical analysis

Personalization is the latest step in this algorithmic filtering

process. As we have argued, even though personalization

algorithms have existed since the 1990s, information pro-

viding services such as search engines did not contain such

algorithms until recently. This is mainly due to the recent

availability of cheap and powerful backend infrastructure

and the increasing popularity of social networking sites.

Today information seeking services can use interpersonal

contacts of users in order to tailor information and to

increase relevancy. This not only introduces bias as our

model shows, but it also has serious implications for other

human values, including user autonomy, transparency,

objectivity, serendipity, privacy and trust. These values

introduce ethical questions. Do private companies that are

offering information services have a social responsibility,

and should they be regulated? Should they aim to promote

values that the traditional media was adhering to, such as

transparency, accountability and answerability? How can a

value such as transparency be promoted in an algorithm?

How should we balance between autonomy and serendipity

and between explicit and implicit personalization? How

should we define serendipity? Should relevancy be defined

as what is popular in a given location or by what our pri-

mary groups find interesting? Can algorithms truly replace

human filterers?

A relevant value to bias is information diversity. For

instance if a search engine is exercising bias toward an

advertiser, it will be limiting the diversity and democracy

inherent to the information (Granka 2010). Information

diversity is a rich and complex value that can be concep-

tualized in many different ways, and its interpretation

differs significantly per discipline. In media studies, it

might be translated as ‘‘minority voices having equal

access in the media’’ or ‘‘the degree which the media

relates to the society in such a way to reflect the distribu-

tion of opinion as it appears in the population’’ (Van

Cuilenburg 1999). In Computer Science literature, it can be

defined as ‘‘variety in the products offered by the system’’,

‘‘helping user find items he cannot easily find himself’’

(Zhang and Hurley 2008) or ‘‘identifying a list of items that

are dissimilar with each other, but nonetheless relevant to

the user’s interests’’ (Yu et al. 2009). While media studies

are analysing this ethical value in detail, almost all scholars

of search engine diversity seem to be limiting their

understanding of ‘‘bias’’ and ‘‘diversity’’ to popularity bias

(Granka 2010). As our model shows, popularity is only one

of the many factors that cause bias. We need a normative

conceptualization of the value information diversity that

borrows notions from media studies, such as media
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ownership, content diversity, viewpoint diversity, reflec-

tion and open-access (Cuilenburg 1999). Only then can we

translate this complex value into design requirements of

information intermediaries and move towards a solution.

We believe that normative arguments based on our

model will be stronger, more concrete and constructive. As

an example, take the value user autonomy. Autonomy is

centrally concerned with self-determination, making one’s

own decisions, even if those decisions are sometimes

wrong (Friedman and Nissenbaum 1997). Autonomy is

thus the individual’s ability to govern herself, be one’s own

person, to be directed by considerations, desires, condi-

tions, and characteristics that are not simply imposed

externally upon one, but are part of what can somehow be

considered one’s authentic self (Christman 2011). It is this

aspect of decision-making that allows us to be responsible

for the consequences of our actions. While designing

technology, one can thus assume that designers should

maximize user autonomy by following the simple dictum

that more control leads to more user autonomy. After all, if

autonomous individuals need to have freedom to choose

ends and means, then it could be said that wherever pos-

sible and at all levels, designers should provide users the

greatest possible control over computing power. Consid-

ering this notion of autonomy, one could argue that per-

sonalization algorithms should always be fully customized

and should be based on explicit personalization. However,

as the model shows, explicit personalization based on user

preferences is also prone to bias. People might be inter-

ested in things that they did not know they were interested

in, due to the formulation of the topic. Further, users might

not accurately assess their interests in certain information

items. As we have mentioned, user’s declared and actual

interests may differ.

This seems to suggest that autonomy in this context

should not be understood as ‘‘full user control’’. User

autonomy seems to have less to do with simply the degree

of control and more to do with what aspects of the algo-

rithm are controllable, and the user’s conception and

knowledge of the algorithm. As Friedman and Nissenbaum

(1997) notes, achieving higher order desires and goals will

enhance autonomy, whereas excessive control may actually

interfere with user autonomy by obstructing a user’s ability

to achieve desired goals. This means that, implicit per-

sonalization must be combined with explicit personaliza-

tion to decrease excessive control. For instance a

personalized search engine might be implemented in such a

way that, the system enters a dialogue with the user,

explicitly stating that a certain query is personalized,

explaining why and due to which reasons it is personalized.

The system can thus make assumptions to predict what the

user might like, but it should refine itself by asking simple

questions to the user to confirm if those assumptions were

correct. While the user might not control the full algorithm,

the system might receive feedbacks and show the

user under which conditions it is making certain

recommendations.

As we have argued, information should be accepted as a

primary good, a vital good for people to plan their lives

rationally and to participate adequately in the common life

of their societies (Hoven and Rooksby 2008). Thus, having

access to information affects the value of liberty perceived

by an individual. We therefore argue that personalizing

algorithms affect the moral value of information as they

facilitate an individual’s access to information. Contrary to

earlier stages of the Internet-era, when the problem of

information access boiled down to having access to hard-

ware, today the problem of access to information concerns

the ability to intentionally find the right information, or the

likeliness of unintentionally stumbling upon the relevant

information.

Some argue that users should sabotage the personaliza-

tion system by deliberately clicking on links that make it

hard for the personalization engines, erasing cookies,

unlocking everyone on a social network, posting something

and then ask the Facebook friends to click the ‘‘Like’’

button and comment, or simply switch to a service that

does not use personalization (Pariser 2011a; Elgan 2011).

However, these tactics are tedious, not always possible to

perform and their effect depends on the implementation of

the current system. Further, personalization might actually

have a positive effect on the ecology of the cyberspace: the

incentives to game the system and invest in practices like

‘‘search engine optimization’’ can become weaker (Mor-

ozov 2011; Goldman 2005). We should come with design

suggestions to minimize the bad effects and improve the

good effects of this technology instead of trying to get rid

of it all together.

The question is then not whether to have personalization

or not, but how to design morally good personalization

technology. ‘Having too much information with no real

way of separating the wheat from the chaff’ is what Ben-

kler (2006) calls the Babel objection: individuals must have

access to some mechanism that sifts through the universe

of information, knowledge, and cultural moves in order to

whittle them down into manageable and usable scope’. The

question then arises whether the service providers currently

active on the Internet are able to fulfill the ‘human need for

filtration’. Although the fulfillment does not hinge on

proprietary services alone as there are cooperative peer-

production alternatives that operate as filters as well, the

filtering market is dominated by commercial services such

as Google and Facebook (Hitwise 2010). Having an option

to turn it on or off is not really a choice for the users, as

they will be too dependent on it in the existence of infor-

mation overload.
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Implications for design

In order to anticipate different contexts of use in person-

alization, a value based study such as Value Sensitive

Design (Flanagan et al. 2008; Friedman et al. 2006) seems

to be the right direction. Value sensitive design consists of

an empirical investigation accompanied by a philosophical

analysis and a technical study. Friedman and Nissenbaum

(1996) argue that designers should not only envision a

system’s intended situation of use, but to account for

increasingly diverse social contexts of use. Designers

should then reasonably anticipate probable contexts of use

and design for these. If it is not possible to design for

extended contexts of use, designers should attempt to

articulate constraints on the appropriate contexts of a sys-

tem’s use. Bias can manifest itself when the system is used

by a population with different values than those assumed in

the design. This is especially true for the design of most

online information intermediaries, where users from the

whole world will be served instead of only local ones.

Another issue that is relevant to the design of person-

alization algorithms and other filtering mechanisms is

exposure diversity. Even if an information intermediary

provides a balanced information diet, this does not guar-

antee that the user will actually consume this information

(Napoli 1999; Helberger 2011; Munson and Resnick 2010).

Content diversity is not equal to exposure diversity. We

need to devise methods to increase the consumption of

challenging content by users. Munson and Resnick (2010)

distinguished two types of users: challenge averse (those

who ignore diverse content) and diversity seeking. They

tried to show more diverse content to those who were

challenge averse, for instance by highlighting agreeable

items or showing agreeable items first. However, this did

not increase users’ consumption habits, they still ignored

challenging items. This requires us to research further how

challenging items can be made attractive to users so that

they actually consume the incoming information.

Implications for the design of social filtering

Media scholars often argue our interpersonal contacts have

become our gatekeepers (Shoemaker and Vos 2009).

However, if this approach becomes ubiquitous in design, it

can lead to problems. First, this obviously raises concerns

for privacy. An item a user has consumed can be shared

with others without their notice. The Electronic Privacy

Information Center, American Civil Liberties Union and

American Library Association claim the changes have

made sharing information on Facebook a passive rather

than active activity. In this way, users might reveal more

than they intend (Nagesh 2011). Even if sharing process

was more active, it can still cause issues. For instance, an

item a user has shared in a social network in certain context

and has forgotten can reappear in a Google search result in

a different context. Further, an implicit user profile built for

personalization leads to epistemological problems. Does

the knowledge about the user (gathered by user’s interac-

tion with the system) represent the reality? Does the user

interact with its primary group the same way he interacts in

the offline world? How much does a user have a say in this

built profile and to what degree can he control the dis-

semination of this representation of himself?

Second, not everyone in our online social networks will be

part of our primary group; not every online ‘‘friend’’ is our

real friend and we might share different things with our

online friends. We sometimes add people to our network

because of courtesy, as it otherwise might cause relationship

problems in the offline world (‘‘Why did you not answer my

friend request?’’). To remedy this, we can arrange the level of

our relationship with others in a social network; we can

divide them into lists or groups. We can then choose what we

want to share with which group. However, our contact list in

a social network can be connected with a different service,

for personalization. When we use our social network in

another service, lists we have created can suddenly disap-

pear. For instance, Spotify uses Facebook contact list to

provide recommendations per individual user. However, it

ignores all the lists that have been created and shows what all

friends have listened to regardless of the relationship

between the user and the friend. The categorization the user

has set in the Facebook platform in order to define and

control his relationships are gone when the Facebook data is

used elsewhere. Next to increasing information overload,

this can also cause privacy issues. Even if I choose to share

things with some people in Facebook context, everything I

listen to in Spotify will be shown to all my Facebook users.

This context loss will be more common as more services

integrate with each other.

Third, not everyone has competence on every subject.

Scholars in various disciplines have found that there are

strategic points for the transmission of information in every

group (Agada 1999; Chatman 1987; Lu 2007). Even though

it is possible that people can interact randomly with anyone

who has available information, information transmission is

never a simple aggregation (Slater 1955; Katz and Lazarsfeld

2005). Some individuals, who are more information-savvy,

will automatically occupy strategic positions to facilitate

access to information to others. Depending on the subject

matter, not everyone in a group is equally important or

qualified in providing information. Those who have more

knowledge will act as gatekeepers. I might trust John’s

competence in football, and use him as my gatekeeper in this

subject, but not in the area of international politics. However,

in most online services, we get to see everything published

by a user, or nothing at all. We need mechanisms to assess the
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competency of the information sharer and determine the

needed gatekeeper for a given context.

Fourth, online services are trying to capture user’s intent

by using social gestures. Examples of these social gestures

include the ‘‘like’’ and ‘‘subscribe’’ buttons in Facebook

and the ‘‘?1’’ button in Google search. By clicking on

these buttons users express their interest and communicate

to their peers. However, this sort of expression seems

somehow limiting (Pariser 2011b). The reason of the

expression and the emotion behind the expression is not

captured by the button. There is a difference between liking

a film, liking a director, liking a genre or liking films of a

certain period. I might like a film for various reasons: to

recommend to friends, to express my identity, to receive

further film recommendations or to add it into my collec-

tion for later use. Such buttons are simplifying complex

human actions and emotions into a single dimension. As

Friedman and Nissenbaum (1996) have argued, attempting

to formalize human constructs such as discourse, judg-

ments, or intuitions and trying to quantify the qualitative,

discretizing the continuous will lead to biases.

Fifth, online services assume that users want to have an

online experience where consuming any sort of information

is done socially and collaboratively. This is why Google is

making social search the default type of search and Facebook

persuades users to share more information or leave a trace of

a completed activity, by its ‘‘frictionless sharing’’. These

approaches aim to make sharing an effortless activity, in

which everything is shared and hopefully some things will be

found interesting by the users. However by promoting ease,

they are undermining not only privacy, but also autonomy. In

a frictionless sharing environment, user now cannot actively

reflect on things he consumes and choose on what to share.

Finally, if we know the information we consume is

being shared and read by our primary groups, we might

change our behavior on what to share, and even choose

what to consume if this is shared automatically. According

to Sunstein (2008), group members may fail to disclose

what they know out of respect for the information publicly

announced by others. That is, even if we have big doubts

about claims made by the majority of a group, we might

think they are not errors at all; not so many people can be

wrong. Individuals can also silence themselves to avoid the

disapproval of peers and supervisors. As a result of these

two forces, information cascades might occur; individual

errors might amplify instead of being corrected, leading to

widespread mistakes. Information held by all or most will

be prioritized over held by a few or one.

Implications for social network analysis

While bias might manifest itself in the social platform,

users themselves might be biased in information sharing.

Therefore we need to determine whether bias occurs nat-

urally in social networks, as personalization algorithms use

more and more social data. Do users tend to follow like-

minded users? Do they do this intentionally? Do they only

share things that they agree with? Do they receive diverse

information directly or indirectly? Do they only want to

follow popular items coming from major news sources as

the current services, or does the minority receive a chance

to contribute to the debate? Is the sharing behaviour of the

user changing with what he is receiving? Does culture

have an affect in diverse information seeking behaviour?

To answer such questions, we need to perform more

empirical studies.

Facebook performed one of the few studies that actually

studies bias in social networks (Bakshy 2012). The

empirical study suggests that online social networks may

actually increase the spread of novel information and

diverse viewpoints. According to Bakshy (2012), even

though people are more likely to consume and share

information that comes from close contacts that they

interact with frequently (like discussing a photo from last

night’s party), the vast majority of information comes from

contacts that they interact with infrequently. These so-

called ‘‘weak-ties’’ (Granovetter 1981) are also more likely

to share novel information.

Even though this is one of the first empirical studies that

aims to measure information diffusion, there are some

concerns with it: First of all, the study is not repeatable and

the results are not reproducible. Facebook scientists simply

manipulated newsfeed of 253 million users, which only

Facebook can perform. Second, our weak ties give us

access to new stories that we wouldn’t otherwise have seen,

but these stories might not be different ideologically from

our own general worldview. They might be new informa-

tion, but not particularly diverse. The research does not

indicate whether we encounter and engage with news that

opposes our own beliefs through links sent by ‘‘weak

links’’. It could very well be that we comment on and re-

share links to cat videos sent by our previous neighbour, or

read a cooking recipe posted by our vegetarian friend,

ignore anything political or challenging/contradictory to

our world view. The study measures the amount of dif-

ferent information one gets, not different world-views.

Third, the users might refrain from novel information if

they consider it to be offensive or distasteful to their

(strong or weak) ties. Fourth, even if users are shown novel

information, this does not mean they will be exposed to it.

They might simply choose to ignore challenging items.

Fifth, the information intermediary might filter out the

novel content provided by our weak ties. If, for instance,

Facebook decides which updates you see on your wall

based on the frequency of an interaction, weak ties might

as well disappear, as the user will not interact very often
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with a weak tie. At the moment the only way to prevent this

is to manually click on each and every user and choose

‘‘show me all updates from this user’’. Otherwise Facebook

will make a decision on what is important based on some

unknown criteria.

Conclusion

Gatekeeping theory acknowledges the increasing popular-

ity of social networking, online information seeking and

information sharing services. It is often claimed that since

users can select and share information online, they can be

gatekeepers for each other. This then diminishes the power

of media professionals. However, in this paper we have

shown that even though the traditional gatekeepers might

become less important, users are not becoming the sole

gatekeepers. The gates are certainly not disappearing.

Platforms on which users operate have an influence; they

are one of the new gatekeepers. Online gatekeeping ser-

vices are not just algorithms running on machines; they are

a mix of human editors and machine code designed by

humans. People affect the design of the algorithms, but

they also can also manually influence the filtering process

after the algorithm has been designed. Therefore, switching

from human editing to algorithmic gatekeeping does not

remove all human biases. Technical biases such as third

party manipulation or popularity will exist due to the

computerized form of gatekeeping. Also, individual factors

such as personal judgments, organizational factors such as

company policies, external factors such as government or

advertiser requests will still be present due to the role of

humans in providing these services.

In this paper, we introduced a model of algorithmic

gatekeeping based on traditional gatekeeping model and

focused on particular filtering processes including person-

alization. We show that factors that caused bias in mass

media news selection still play a role in information

selection in online web services. We have shown that

search results in Google can differ, but an extensive

empirical research is needed to determine the extent of so-

called ‘‘echo chambers’’ in social networks. What per-

centage of information do users miss or feel like they are

missing if they turn on a personal filter or an inter-personal

filter? Is there enough variety in their choice of friends?

Are users aware of these algorithms? Do they modify their

filter periodically or switch to other forms of information

sources? Are there routines that are used in the design of

personalization algorithms, just like routines used in tra-

ditional gatekeeping? How does the introduction of

implicit and explicit filtering algorithms affect user trust in

systems and user autonomy? More research is needed in

order to answer these questions.
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